With rapid developments in the technological industry, the role of IT security and digital forensics is becoming increasingly important for both the private and public sector. Globally, the digital forensics and e-discovery (an advanced form of discovery involving the use of electronic documents) market has grown from USD 4 billion in 2010 to over USD 6 billion in 2013, with an annual growth rate of 10 percent. In Korea, this market stands at about --USD 90 million and one Korean company, Injungbo, is serving as a pioneer in the digital forensics industry.

Founded in August 2009, Injungbo’s key business areas include the development and supply of information security solutions, digital forensic-based solutions and information protection consulting. Many of its products are being actively used by major Korean companies and government ministries. Injungbo’s most notable products include Qator Enterprise, which offers remote digital forensics solution for businesses, and MobileWay Smart, a mobile equipment examination tool. With state-of-the-art technology and a strong support system in Korea, the company plans to enter the global market by working closely with companies in Japan and China.
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